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Methodological Question being addressed  

In international clinical trials, the process of standardized Linguistic Validation (LV) is the “gold standard” 
to produce local translations of clinical outcome measurement (COM) instruments. Despite the 
reliability of the process, the question is, whether issues remain on the local translations that can be 
further mitigated by adding a final step of independent clinical review.  

Introduction 

Standard LV process with qualified translation vendors usually include a final clinical review as a 
confirmatory step of the local terminology used. Although this step is not always included/requested, it 
is handled by local clinicians trained to focus on the adaptation of the terminology to the target 
language. With the goal to improve the accuracy/reliability of local translations, we proposed the 
addition of a final step including an independent clinical review, handled by a local clinician. For this 
review we additionally proposed a pre-defined methodology designed to guide how to resolve the 
issues found during the review.  

Methods 

The new independent clinical review methodology was added to the standard LV process of COMs 
corresponding to eight international clinical trials in neurosciences. To conduct that step, independent 
local clinicians were recruited for each language and were trained on the methodology. Instructions 
included to review the terminology and as well as the consistency of the final translations with the 
concept definition of the instrument. Clinical trials covered different indications as Schizophrenia, 
Parkinson’s Disease, Frontotemporal Dementia, Multiple System Atrophy and ADHD and COMs types 
included PROs, PerfRO, ClinRo and ObsRO. COMs versions corresponded to more than 10 languages 
overall. Metrics methodology included the categorization of the issues found (type) and its associated 
risk to impact on COMs scoring, from Low to High.  

Results 

Following clinical review, 47 relevant issues were found on 11 COMs, reported as relevant issues (impact 
on scoring evaluated as Medium/High Risk). Issues were of different nature including: (1) errors on local 
technical wording, (2) lack of complete cultural adaptation, (3) inaccuracy on the domain or symptoms 
to measure, (4) wording resulting in confusing instructions to raters/subjects/informants, missing 
fragments, etc,. The review process included the implementation of mitigating actions and inclusion of 
the peer-review step on the certification of translation.  

Conclusions 

The peer-review method, provided a common language among different roles as linguists, clinicians and 
project managers, allowing mitigation on any identified issues prior to deployment of the final 
translated local versions of the COMs instrument. For international clinical trials, an independent clinical 



review added to the standard LV process, allows to prevent any potential measurement issue. For 
international research, efforts are needed to increase accuracy on clinical outcome measures on every 
country/language ensuring conceptual validity and eventually improving signal detection either for 
efficacy or safety.  
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